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The Challenge
“THE FIRST REALITY IS THAT ADVANTAGE IS TRANSIENT.” THE SECOND REALITY, ACCORDING
TO CESARE MAINARDI, “IS THAT CORPORATE IDENTITY IS SLOW TO CHANGE.”
A substantial body of research bears out

In her new book, The End of Competitive Ad-

statistically what many people have learned

vantage: How to Keep Your Strategy Moving as

through experience over the years- that

Fast as Your Business (Harvard Business Re-

change management programs fail more

view Press, 2013), McGrath argues that we now

often than they succeed. A 2013 Towers Wat-

live in an era of transient (vs. sustainable)

son study indicated that in the companies

competitive advantage. As a professor of

surveyed only 25% of change programs were

strategy, she works against the long-standing

successful over the long term. Another 2013

view in the discipline of strategy which holds

study by McKinsey puts the success rate at

that companies can, either through internal

30%. Of the 70% of initiatives that failed in

capabilities or external positioning, carve

the McKinsey survey, the reasons cited for

out an enduring and reliable advantage vis

their failure are instructive: 1.) employee

a vis their direct competitors. However, as

resistance- 39%; 2.) management behavior

McGrath illustrates in her book, firms that

did not support change- 33%; 3.) inadequate

consistently innovate and grow are those for

budget and resources- 14%; 4.) other ob-

whom strategy is more an adaptive capacity

stacles- 14%. As Columbia Business School

to anticipate and compete than it is a fixed

Professor Rita Gunther McGrath suggests, by

posture outlined in the annual “strategy

the time you initiate a change management

document.”

program in many companies, it may already
be too late.

25%
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A 2013 Towers Watson study

indicated that in the companies surveyed only
25% of change programs were successful over
the long term. Another 2013 study by McKinsey
puts the success rate at 30%.
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The Challenge
She refers to this as a “strategy of continu-

years, whether they need to or not. They

ous reconfiguration.” For example, neither

don’t want to get too settled into one way

Blockbuster nor Kodak were able to survive

of working, because it gives rise to systemic

the shift to digital strategy, even though

resistance.” Herein is the great dilemma in

for years they held a clear advantage over

the relationship between strategy and cul-

their competitors and possessed all of the

ture. Cesare Mainardi of Booz & Co. (now

resources necessary to adapt to the new

a part of PwC), talks about the dilemma in

environment. But of course they didn’t. How

terms of what he calls “the basic tension in

do firms prepare for this? And how do they

strategy.” “The first reality is that advantage

build and manage internal capabilities and

is transient.” The second reality, according

relationships- their culture- that are as fluid

to Mainardi, is that “corporate identity is

and changing as the business environment

slow to change.”

itself?
One of the high-growth examples cited in
her book is the Indian IT and strategy consultancy Infosys. “The leaders at Infosys…
reorganize the company every two or three
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Solution: Putting the Organization in Motion
How do we create fluid and flexible companies capable of adapting to ever-changing strategic environments? How do we build
organizational cultures that organically innovate and dictate,
rather than follow, changes in their industries? Finally, how can the
patterns of interaction and work amongst people in the company
reflect the transience and motion of the competitive realities in
the external environment?
We know, from a generation of research and observation, that innovative companies are companies in motion. They are constantly
surveying their external environment in search of emerging user
needs and opportunities with an eye to refining existing offerings
or generating new products or services altogether. We know that
a strong and persistent external focus on customers and user experience is a part of the DNA of innovative firms, but what often
gets overlooked is the actual way in which innovative firms work
on a day-to-day basis.
In the San Francisco Bay Area, the acknowledged global cradle of
innovation, the flow of work and employee interaction has a distinct
style. Workspaces are open, people move freely about campuses,
and there is a high density of interactions between people from
different parts of the business. Cross-functional interaction, which
is often written about in academic articles, is an everyday reality
in these firms. “In Silicon Valley the tight correlation between
personal interactions, performance, and innovation is an article
of faith, and innovators are building cathedrals reflecting this.
Google’s new campus is designed to maximize chance encounters…
Chance encounters and interactions between knowledge workers
improve performance.”- (Waber, Magnolfi, Lindsay - HBR Oct 2014)
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Solution: Putting the Organization in Motion
CHANCE ENCOUNTERS AND INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
KNOWLEDGE WORKERS IMPROVE PERFORMANCE.
Firms which rely significantly on innovation as part of their
competitive positioning are in motion in the office as well
as in their external environment. They understand the four
foundations of the innovative workplace:
1.	 Culture is as much about tangible, physical, day to
interactions and conversations as it is about abstract
beliefs, values, and attitudes. Patterns of interaction
are measurable.
2.	 The patterns of daily interaction and communication
can be altered and improved through design interventions in the work spaces and meeting spaces (solo,
collaborative, private, public).
3.	 Choice and flexibility are central. Great work happens
anywhere and everywhere, and “line of sight” management is anathema to creative productivity.
4.	 Deep collaboration-for-innovation is premised on trust,
and trust resides naturally inside community.
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Culture
Since the advent of the corporate culture

priority for many CEOs, relatively few firms

‘movement’ in the early 1980s, beginning with

are able to deliver on the promise.

Peters and Waterman’s In Search of Excellence
and Deal and Kennedy’s Corporate Cultures,
culture in firms has been loosely defined as
the “soft stuff,” or simply as “the way things
are done around here.” While these are true
enough statements, they reside largely in
the ether. In social science language, such
theories of culture are considered to be part
of the Idealist tradition of cultural theory.

18%

70%

What has been missing from the corporate
culture dialogue for years is a Materialist
model for managing culture. For materialists, the substance of culture is the gritty,
physical, everyday stuff, and the physical
contexts- individuals, conversations, workspace design, workplace policies, proximity

According to a 2013 Accenture study,
while 70% of firms say that innovation
is a top 5 priority, only 18% believe
that their innovation strategy provides
them a competitive advantage.

to different functional teams, proximity to
senior management- and how all of these

While part of the problem here surely is the

interact on a day-to-day basis. It is one thing

impatience of institutional investors who

for firms to claim that they are building a

think in terms of quarterly earnings reports,

culture of innovation, trust, and openness,

there is also a fundamental problem in terms

but if on a day-to-day basis employees are

of how an innovative strategy is tangibly

saddled to a fixed workstation in a single

executed within the firm on a day-to-day

department with no access to other col-

basis. Sedentary working leads to sedentary

leagues or “collaborations spaces” or to

thinking, and vice versa.

senior management, those calls for innovation are just clever words. This is why, even
though in principle innovation remains a top
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Design
How can the substance of innovation- re-

Gore generates $3.2B in revenue and has

search, ideation, collaboration, prototyping,

never posted a loss in its 50 year history.

iteration, implementation, measurementbe put into motion? First of all, it must be

At Gore, colleagues work exclusively in project

genuinely important to top management

teams with 100% access to senior manage-

and employees’ incentives and performance

ment. The firm has no titles and very little

evaluation metrics have to be tied to in-

hierarchy, and leaders emerge organically

novation goals. Otherwise employees will

as colleagues ‘appoint’ leaders by seeking

see the disconnection and hunker down and

them out for advice and following their lead.

play it safe.

In terms of workspace design, Gore offers an
open, fluid space where workers can plug-in

If management is committed to an innova-

in places that fit what they are working on at

tion strategy, there are ways to tangibly put

the particular time. They are encouraged to

the process in motion. Consider the case

seek out the people and resources they need

of W.L. Gore. The global materials science

to advance the project they are working on.

company has around 10,000 employees in

That is, with innovation being a primary goal

40 locations, and has launched more than

in the firm, all else supports that. The entire

1,000 products, ranging from their famous

flow of work- space, interaction, access to

GoreTex fabric to guitars strings, to dental

senior decision makers- is devoted to this.

floss, to aortic grafts, to membranes for fuel

In the case of W.L. Gore, they do have an

cells. Gore is consistently ranked by Forbes

innovative culture, but it is more something

and Fast Company magazines as one of the

that you can see in action than you hear in

most innovative companies in the world.

words. It is tactile, physical, and every day.
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Choice
Another fundamental tenet of innovative

to work with. They then write up a contract

organizational flow is employee choice. As

outlining the contribution that they feel they

Daniel Pink says in his book on human mo-

can make over the coming year. The team

tivation, Drive, young knowledge workers

analyzes the contract and signs off (or not).

today are motivated more by the desire for

That contract then becomes the basis for that

autonomy, mastery, and purpose than by

person’s annual performance review. On the

the extrinsic motivators that drove previ-

one hand there is tremendous choice and

ous generations. Getting this right today is

flexibility, while on the other hand there is a

critically important.

high level of accountability as well. The idea
of choosing which project you are going to

At Gore, design and choice come together

work on is almost unheard of in most firms.

when a new hire is brought on board. As a
science oriented firm, Gore selects talent
from the top engineering schools. Once
they’ve made an offer, they go about the
whole onboarding process differently than
most firms. They don’t assign a new colleague to a job in a department with a title.
Rather, new hires are given a few months

Like 3M and Google, W.L. Gore has its own
version of 20% time, which for them is only
10%. Not only do employees choose which
projects to work on full-time, employees
are given 10% of their time to work on new
speculative new ideas that might lead to
a new product for the company.

to identify a project and a team they want

12
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Community
Effective innovation depends on collabora-

A well-defined workplace, such as an Activity

tion between colleagues. Even if the kernel of

Based Work (ABW) environment, can be the

a brilliant idea is generated by an individual

perfect vessel for communities to evolve.

working alone, as is often the case, to get

For example, at ERA Contour, the Dutch con-

that concept to market as a new product

struction and development company, they

or service requires a team effort. No one

recently went to an ABW work environment

person can get it there alone. This means

in consultation with Veldhoen + Company.

that along the way individuals must trust

In 2013 ERA Contour made the switch to an

each other to play their individual roles in

ABW environment, one where no employees,

the process. Trust is the lifeblood of effec-

including CEO Henk Homberg, has a private

tive innovation.

office or a private parking place. All employees, including Homberg and the board, were

In many of the firms cited in studies like

given a laptop and a locker. In the building

the Accenture report, where the results of

are ample spaces for all of the modes of

innovation strategy are disappointing, well-

work- solo, small group, large group, private

intentioned projects lose their momentum

phone call spaces, conference rooms, etc.

along the way and never make it to the finish

The idea is that you work in the specific space

line. Colleagues are not sufficiently on the

that is appropriate for the activity you are

same page to see them through. However,

working on at the time.

when colleagues are working in a firm where
employees care about each other and each
other’s wellbeing, people have each other’s
back. When this is the case, true communities
exist inside those companies. When employees at W.L. Gore and SAS Institute talk about
how they get new ideas to market, they talk
about it as being a community-effort. Community efforts are not confined to employees
only, but extend to the large community that
firms exist within, including customers, suppliers, contractors, consultants, etc.
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Community
Hombeg reflects on the project, saying that at first it was
scary going to work without an office, but that over time
something surprising happened. He found himself interacting with all sorts of different people, people he never
spent time with when he worked alone in his corner office.
He describes the new ERA Contour building as being filled
with energy and possibility.
According to Homberg, middle management had the most
difficulty adjusting. Unable to see their direct reports all
of the time, they had to shift from ‘managing presence’ to
‘managing results.’ This has been good for the firm, but was
a difficult transition. One of the really interesting elements
of this case is that ERA Contour encourages clients, partners,
suppliers, and others to join them to work in their office.
This creates a lively community that cross-cuts organizations,
but that gives those involved a sense of common purpose.
Theo Rinsema, CEO of Microsoft Netherlands, who is also an
ABW client of Veldhoen, echoes Homberg’s thoughts: “The
focus is no longer on control and attendance, but on trust
and output.” Empowering employees to make decisions and
to work independently places the emphasis on results and
not process, and in doing so taps into employees’ intrinsic
motivation and discretionary energy.
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Enter the Community Manager
How does a company bring together, in a

& learns, happy hours, etc.), manage the web

single capacity, the core principles of culture,

site and social media channels and social

design, choice, and community? An increasing

marketing, make sure the space has adequate

number of companies are turning to the world

coffee and snacks, provide ample whiteboard

of coworking for answers. Coworking spaces

and facilitation equipment for meetings and

are shared, café-like offices where freelance

brainstorms, and handle referrals for projects

professionals and corporate telecommuters

within the space and between members and

work on their own individual projects and

outsiders. The community manager role in

businesses in a shared office environment.

the coworking industry is rather different

Coworking has grown from one space in 2006

from the community manager role as it exists

to over 10,000 around the world today. We-

within the marketing departments of many

Work, the largest chain of coworking spaces,

large firms, where it is more about external

now has 45 locations and a valuation of $15B.

social media (community) management.

In nine years coworking has grown from being
a fringe phenomenon for Gen Y startups into
a bona fide industry that has put corporate
real estate professionals and companies such
as Regus Office on notice.
At the center of coworking’s success is the
role of the community manager. Community managers in coworking spaces perform
a variety of roles, which are a bit different
in different spaces. Overall, though, they
curate the experience of working in that
particular community. They handle memberships, greet people and make them feel
welcome, introduce members to each other,
tweak and redesign the layout of the chairs,
desks, and workstations, help book meeting
rooms and conference rooms, plan and run
events (book talks, start-up launches, lunch
15
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Enter the Community Manager
The successful coworking community manager

As more and more companies embrace mobil-

(CM) would be (in corporate job-description

ity and Activity Based Work, some employees

language) part facilities manager (FM) and

feel overwhelmed by not having a fixed station

part human resource manager (HRM). Orga-

or a place to call home. This only exacerbates

nizations such as the International Facilities

the feelings of insecurity brought on by the

Management Association (IFMA) have begun

realities of transient advantage. This is where

exploring how FM professionals can bridge

coworking and community managers enter

the FM and HRM roles in creative new ways.

the picture.

Traditionally, HRM professionals deal with
people- hiring, firing, policies and proce-

For those firms who have or who are consid-

dures, training and development, etc; while

ering going to Activity Based Work, which in

traditional FM professionals deal with things-

the corporate environment is akin to cowork-

chairs, desks, work stations, meeting rooms,

ing, and are no longer requiring employees to

lighting, acoustics, ventilation, etc.

come into the office every day, it is important

Facilities Manager

Human Resource Manager

Community Manager
FM professionals in the US and UK are look-

that firms provide hubs, or internal cowork-

ing closely at the success of the coworking

ing-like spaces, where people can connect,

movement, and are shifting their thinking

‘hang their hat,’ and feel at home. And, as an

from ‘managing assets’ to ‘managing experi-

increasing percentage of workers in the US

ences’ in much the same way that community

economy become independent project work-

managers do in coworking spaces. In the UK,

ers, it is critical that large companies have

for example, the British Institute of Facilities

adequate work and meeting environments

Management (BIFM) and the Chartered Insti-

that accommodate them not as an adjunct

tute of Personnel Development (CIPD) have

to the company’s work but as an important

started to collaborate (http://workplacecon-

part of it. ERA Contour’s open-door policy is

versation.com) to find a way forward to better

a step in this direction.

manage the whole employee experience and
how that drives corporate performance.
16
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Summary
But how to manage all of this coming and

At Zappos headquarters in Las Vegas, they

going? We think it is time that companies

have converted numerous downtown buildings

introduce the coworking ethos and the co-

into a sprawling and open series of coworking

working community manager as part of their

buildings built as ‘neighborhoods.’ They have

everyday work routines. We recommend this

even come up with a new metric, called “col-

not just to accommodate the changing needs

lisionable hours,” to measure how effective a

and values of Millennials and others who are

space is. “After six months, data revealed a

gravitating to coworking, though this is part

42% increase in face-to-face encounters, a 78%

of it. Primarily, we see value in introducing

increase in participant-generated proposals to

coworking into the corporate organization as

solve specific problems, and an 84% increase in

a way to put companies into motion, to make

the number of new leaders—participants who

them more agile and more capable of adapting

initiated work and collaboration and developed

and innovating on a reliable basis. When more

project scope and objectives.” The next step in

companies eventually open up, as ERA Contour

measuring the effectiveness of these spaces is

already has, and allow clients, customers, and

tracking the ideas that make it to market, and

suppliers to share their workdays with them,

then measuring the net revenue that those

new value-creating opportunities for all par-

offerings deliver to companies’ bottom lines.

ties will be much easier to identify and act on.

Zappos, Gensler, Sociometric Solutions, and
numerous other companies are currently re-

With different constituencies coming and go-

fining these metrics.

ing, looking for connections and for places to
work and meet, firms will need a competent
community manager. This person, part facilities
manager and part human resource manager,
will know what is going on with various teams,
know when they need a spark space or a project
room, and will make that happen. If a team
is working on a piece of consumer research
and wants to bring in a group of customers
for a focus group, the community manager
can facilitate that. Constantly tackling new
problems is what community managers do best.
17
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Summary
In today’s Big Data environment, any new initiative will have
to prove itself in the numbers.
The shift to ABW and corporate coworking will ultimately
have to demonstrate its success in financial terms. At a
minimum, though, these emerging practices and approaches
are succeeding at putting companies in motion, making
them more fluid and adaptable. Like W.L. Gore and Infosys,
which have embedded change into their cultural DNA, these
experiments in workplace innovation might prove to be one
way forward for legacy companies to consider as they try to
remain relevant and competitive in the 21st century.

COWORKING DNA
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